Laboratory studies into hydraulic coefficient in curved planform labyrinth weir and piano key weir

In this paper, the discharge coefficient of piano key weirs is compared with that of curved planform labyrinth weirs. Results show that the discharge coefficient of piano key weirs is by 17.1% higher compared to that of curved planform labyrinth weirs. The difference in discharge coefficient of these two weirs reduces with an increase in hydraulic load and attainment of submerged discharge, when both weirs exhibit similar results.
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1. Introduction

Weirs are classified among structures for the measurement and regulation of the volume rate of water flow. One of the main reasons for dam failure is an insufficient weir discharge capacity, which is why weirs with high discharge capacity should be designed. The application of labyrinth weirs is well known as an effective and economical solution for increasing the discharge rate. These weirs expand the release capacity further than linear weirs for a similar hydraulic load through elongation of a crest within a certain width. At the flood peak, the overflow discharge reaches a maximum value in a short time; therefore, a weir with a high discharge coefficient seems essential. To this end, labyrinth weirs with the discharge coefficient larger than that of linear weirs are used [1]. The PKWs, as weirs with very high discharge capacity, are efficient and cost-effective structures.

Just like labyrinth weirs, PKWs have a curved planform that makes them capable of increasing discharge capacity within a certain weir channel width. These structures are a good solution for meeting needs of dam construction projects, i.e. to increase discharge capacity or decrease the flood discharge cross-sectional area (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Schematic illustration of piano key weir (PKW)](image)

Important parameters of a given PKW (Figure 1) are as follows: Po is the outlet key height of the weir, Pi is the inlet key height of the weir, W is the weir width, B is the weir length, Bo is the outlet key length, Bi is the inlet key length, Wi is the inlet key width, Wo is the outlet key width, and Ts is the wall thickness.

The application of these types of weirs increases the water flow volume rate. Thus, it is necessary to lower free upstream head as compared to linear weirs. It has to be noted that in cases when weirs are used as flood discharge controlling structures they also facilitate the flood routing [2].

The early studies by Hay and Taylor (1970) show that the performance of labyrinth weirs is independent of W/P ratio, where W and P stand for the cycle width and weir height, respectively [3]. Complementary studies by Falvey [1] show that if the W/P ratio is below a certain level, it will have a significant effect on the reduction of weir efficacy.

The first PKW was constructed in 2006 at Goulours Dam in France [4]. During 2008–2010, PKWs were used to improve flood discharge at several dams such as Mark Saint, Etroit, and Goulours. Laboratory studies by Ouamane and Lempérière [5] showed two dominant flow types in PKWs as follows: The inlet key attracts the approach flows, and similar to sharp-crested weirs with the sloped sidewall, nappe flow discharges into downstream over the inlet crest. The second pattern is formed on the outlet keys, in that the outlet crest jet flow discharges into the downstream of the sloped discharge key [5].

Leite Riberio et al. [6] used the results of existing physical models to develop a general equation for PKW’s the discharge-stage relationship. According to their findings, the capacity of such a weir is dominantly influenced by the head of water over the weir, overall length, the inlet key height, and the transverse width.

Machiels (2012) reported the positive effect of parapet wall on hydraulic performance of such weirs through approaching weir height to optimal height [7].

Crookston and Tullis [8, 9] investigated characteristics of nappe interference and local submergence in triangular labyrinth side weirs with two and four cycles and different apex angles on a laboratory scale. Results show that at low discharge rates, the discharge coefficient is larger compared to the linear weir (due to small nappe interference) and the interference intensity gradually increases with an increase in discharge. Accordingly, the discharge coefficient reduces and becomes almost equal to that of a broad-crested weir.

Anderson and Tullis [10] compared hydraulic performance of labyrinth weirs and rectangular PKWs and showed a better performance of PKWs due to loss reduction in inlet keys.

In addition, Anderson and Tullis [11] compared performance of PKWs in the inlet key to outlet key ratios from 0.67 to 1.5 and concluded that the discharge coefficient increases with an increase in Wi/Wo (inlet key width to outlet key width). Cd is the discharge coefficient, Ht is the head over a weir, and p stands for weir height.

Javaheri and Kabiriasamani [12] performed several studies on 20 geometrically different laboratory models to determine the effect of geometric and hydraulic parameters on PKW discharge. They investigated the impact of effective geometric parameters including weir length, weir height, and inlet and outlet widths on PKW’s discharge coefficient. They finally proposed Eq. (1) with the least error rate as the best equation for determination of the weir discharge coefficient at free flow condition, using the general equation of weirs.
Karimi-Chahartaghi et al. [13] studied the effect of the variable crest at angles 0° and 10° on the discharge coefficient and discharge-stage curve of a PKW physical model. Using the general equation for weirs, they finally estimated the discharge coefficient values as being about 1.76 at the crest angle of 0°, and almost 6.13 at the crest angle of 10°. Results indicate that a minor change in weir crest increases the discharge coefficient by 3.5 times, which is economically efficient.

Heidarpoor et al. [14] conducted a laboratory study to investigate condition of one-cycle labyrinth weirs with a rectangular and U-shaped plan. The results suggested that the discharge coefficient within a certain Ho/P (the ratio of overall upstream energy to weir height) increases with an increase in weir height. In addition, comparisons showed that elongation across flow direction in labyrinth weirs reduces the discharge coefficient, whereas an elongation perpendicular to flow direction increases the discharge coefficient. Although there are some studies on the performance of PKWs, few of them have compared the discharge coefficient in PKWs with labyrinth weirs with curved planform. Hence, this study addresses discharge coefficient in PKW and compares it with discharge coefficient in a two-cycle labyrinth weir with curved planform.

1.1. Dimensional analysis

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, important geometric parameters in PKW design are weir height (P), height of crest to center of sloped floor (Pm), crest centerline length (L), slope of the inlet key (Si) and outlet key (So) floors, weir width (W), weir length (B), outlet key length (Bo), inlet key length (Bi), inlet key width (Wi), outlet key width (Wo), wall thickness (Ts), overall key width (W; where W = Wi + Wo – Ts), and number of keys (N).

Important geometric ratios in PKW design include the weir crest length over the weir width (n = L/W), inlet over outlet weir lengths (Bi/Bo), and wall thickness to weir height (Ts/P).

According to previous studies, factors affecting performance of labyrinth weirs with curved planform are: geometric parameters including weir width, crest length, height of crest above the upstream floor, length of apex’s inner face, and angle of weir wall to main flow direction; structural configurations including crest shape, presence of aprons, and weir walls thickness; exploitation conditions including overall hydraulic loading, and different stages of weir submergence, and de-aeration; downstream conditions including crest height, water depth, sloped or non-sloped downstream; and upstream conditions including inlet conditions, shape of guide wall, sloped and non-sloped upstream [15].

It is very difficult to describe the 3D flow in labyrinth weirs. To deal with such complexity a mathematical equation is needed to take into account the energy, momentum, and continuity equations, along with parameters such as the weir geometry, crest shape, local submergence, interference of flow layers over a weir, non-parallel flow lines, pressure under nappe, presence or absence of an air pocket behind nappe, effects of surface tension, and viscosity. The general weir equation introduced by Tullis et al. (1995) was used for labyrinth weirs [16]:

\[
Q = \frac{2}{3} C_d L \sqrt{2gH_0^{1.5}}
\]  

where Q is the weir discharge (m³/s), L is the length (m) (like the length of weir), g is the acceleration of gravity (m/s²), Ho is the overall hydraulic load (m), and Cd is the dimensionless discharge coefficient determined by laboratory tests.

In general, effective hydraulic quantities in PKWs are presented as follows:

\[
\eta = f(Q, B_i, B_o, S_i, S_o, t, p, D, W, n, H_0, H_d, S_e, S, Y, V, g, \mu, \nu, \sigma)
\]  

where Q is the channel discharge (m³/s), Bi is the inlet key width (m), Bo is the outlet key width (m), Y is the depth of flow in channel (m), V is the velocity of flow in channel (m/s), g is the acceleration of gravity (m/s²), \(\mu\) is the dynamic viscosity or fluid density (pa.s), t is the thickness of weir wall (m), U is the kinematic viscosity (m²/s), Si is the inlet key slope, So is the outlet key slope, D is the weir height in downstream (m), p is the weir height in upstream (m), w is the cycle width (m), n is the cycle number, \(\sigma\) is the surface tension (pa), H0 is the overall hydraulic loading on upstream m), Hd is the overall hydraulic loading in downstream (m), S is the channel slope, W is the channel width (m), and Se is the factor determining the shape of crest cross-section.

\[
C_d = f(B/P, B_i/P, B_o/P, S_i, S_o, S_e, S_t, S_d, D/P, W/P, N, S_e, H_0/P, H_d/P, S, \rho_p^3/Q, \mu_p/Q, W/P, w_i/P, \alpha/P)\]

In this study, $So, Si, Bi, Bo, g, \mu, \rho, Ts, w, W, n, \sigma, S, B,$ and $Se$ are constant parameters and $P$ equals $D$. Flow velocity and water depth on weir show that the Reynolds number is in the range of turbulence. Moreover, the Weber number in experiments indicates that surface tension is lower than kinetic energy and, actually, the experiments are not affected by surface tension. Considering different hydraulic loads for $Ho/P < 0.06$ ratio, since the jet passing over the weir remains in direct contact with the crest, the discharge coefficient is affected by surface tension. Thus, according to their studies and based on the following relation, the Weber number in $Ho/P < 0.06$ ratio is less than $50$ [7].

$$we = \frac{\rho V^2H}{\sigma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

After dimensional analysis and removal of fixed parameters, the effect of hydraulic head on the discharge coefficient with curved planform Labyrinth weir and PKW is studied at three different heights using the following equation:

$$C_d = F \left( \frac{Ho}{P}, \frac{W}{P} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

2. Materials and methods

In this work, the hydraulic analyses of PK and CLW are compared by recording the flow depth and velocity at the upstream and downstream and by measuring discharge. In this study, laboratory experiments were conducted using a laboratory flume in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the Water and Electricity Organization of Khuzestan in Iran. The laboratory weir models were examined in a rectangular free-flow flume with the length, width, and depth of 10 m, 0.3 m, and 0.6 m, respectively. The flume walls were made of transparent glass, and thus the water surface profile and flow conditions were observable. To make the tests results accurate, the flume was checked in terms of sealing and any probable cracks in its edges. Specifications of different parts of the flume and laboratory equipment used in this study are as follows (Figure 3).

A groundwater storage tank, a digital flow meter for measuring discharge with an accuracy of 0.2 L/s, a stilling tank (head tank), and a 3-inch electric submersible pump with a maximum discharge of 120 m$^3$/h, were the equipment used in the present work. The flume bottom was fixed in a horizontal position, with the bed slope being almost zero. First, the pump discharges the flow from the storage tank to the head tank at flume inlet (flume upstream). The low volume rate of flow slowly discharges in the channel and smoothly flows over the weir installed on the flume bed. Then, the discharge rate is changed to study and record hydraulic conditions of weir discharge. Finally, the water flow enters the pump tank through the downstream channel and returns to the cycle.

In this study, the curved labyrinth and PK weirs were tested at different discharge rates (Figure 4). The weirs used in this research were made of Plexiglas. After the model’s dimensions were obtained, the required cuts were made with a laser-cutting machine. Next, different pieces of weir were connected using an appropriate adhesive. Installation of laboratory weir prototypes was carefully done by balancing and waterproofing them with adhesive (Figure 4). In all experiments, the upstream and downstream beds were equally balanced. In addition, the width of discharge channel amounted to 30 cm, and $w/p$ ratios of 2, 2.5, and 3 were adopted. The thickness ($t$) and apex diameter ($A$) of labyrinth weir with curved planform amounted to 5 mm and 3.5 cm, respectively. For highly accurate determination of $Ho/P$ effect on the performance of investigated weirs, 12 flows with rates varying from 5 to 100 m$^3$/h (before submergence to submergence and after submergence) with different hydraulic loadings were applied to each weir. It can be noted that submergence refers to the situation in which the downstream flow depth exceeds crest elevation [17]. According to the studies, the effect of submerged labyrinth weirs is similar to that of linear weirs where, if the downstream water depth does not exceed the crest elevation, it will have no impact on the performance of weir. In other words, the discharge rate starts decreasing only if the tailwater depth exceeds crest elevation. It is worth mentioning that the use of labyrinth weirs is not recommended under extreme submergence [18]. In a study conducted on fuse gates, Falvey and Trail (1995) reported similar results [19]. In addition, Hay and Taylor (1970) disapproved the use of labyrinth weirs under extreme submergence. The complexity of flow pattern and the effect of different and uncertain factors on the hydraulic characteristics of labyrinth weirs need further research.
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weirs have caused the vast use of physical models in the study, design and use of such weirs. The efficacy of discharge capacity is expected to change in labyrinth weirs with geometric fluctuations over their length. However, due to flow interference, the discharge coefficient is smaller in labyrinth weirs than in linear weirs, over the same length [3]. The geometric and hydraulic specifications of examined weirs are presented in Tables 1 and 2. In the above tables, w (cm), P (cm), L (cm), T (mm), and N, stand for cycle width, weir height, effective weir length, weir thickness, and cycle number in the weir, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Discharge coefficient in curved planform and PK weirs under influence of weir height

Rectangular, triangular, trapezoidal, and curved labyrinth weirs rank among efficient structures for flow regulation and discharge within limited width. In addition, PK weirs are a new type of weirs with a very high discharge capacity. They are very economical and efficient structures. In this study, the performance of the curved planform labyrinth weir was compared in laboratory conditions with that of the PK weir. It is worth noting that both PK and curved planform weirs investigated in this paper had two cycles. The comparison suggests that the discharge coefficient increases to its maximum level in all investigated cases. Also, by increasing the hydraulic load to approximately 0.2 (Ho/P = 0.20), the discharge coefficient increases and reaches its maximum limit, and then decreases. Moreover, according to the results of this study, the highest discharge coefficient is observed in the low hydraulic load ratios of both weirs. As shown in Figure 5, in the PKW the discharge coefficient increases by approximately 26 % after the 50 % increase in weir height (p) from 5cm to 7.5cm (w/p = 3 to w/p = 2). In comparison, in the curved planform weir, the discharge coefficient increases by approximately 27.1 % after the 50 % increase in weir height from 5 cm to 7.5 cm (w/p = 3 to w/p = 2). The results of the present work are in agreement with those of Haidarpour et
Behzad Zeraat, Mohammad Heidarnejad, Alireza Masjedi, Amir Abbas Kamanbedast, Houshang Hasoonizadeh al. (2006) who studied the discharge coefficient in labyrinth weirs (with a rectangular and U-shaped cycle in plan) [14]. The results of experiments showed that the discharge coefficient increases in a certain \( H_0/P \) with an increase in height of the weir. The results of this study are compared with those obtained by Heidarpour in Figure 6 [14].

In both curved planform and PK weirs, the effect of weir height on discharge coefficient decreases when approaching the submerged discharge (which occurs when the water head in downstream is equal to weir head). In this situation, in the post-submerged discharge, the weir height increase does not have a considerable impact on discharge coefficient. Tullis et al. [18] showed that the submergence effect of labyrinth weirs is similar to that of linear weirs. Insofar as the water depth in downstream does not exceed the crested head (submerged discharge), it will have no impact on the weir performance. In other words, the discharge rate decreases only when the tailwater depth exceeds the crest head. It should be noted that the use of labyrinth weirs is not recommended in extreme submergence conditions. Hay and Taylor [3] also disapprove of the application of such weirs in extreme submergence conditions. The submergence thresholds in PK and curved planform weirs occurred in the \( H_0/P > 0.54 \) and \( H_0/P > 0.48 \), respectively (\( H_0 \) = head over the weir, and \( P \) = weir head).

According to Figure 7, the maximum discharge coefficient (almost 0.88) occurred in PK weir in the \( H_0/P = 0.2 \) (hydraulic loading ratio) and \( w/p = 2 \) (cycle width to weir height). In addition, the maximum discharge coefficient in curved planform weir (almost 0.76) occurred in \( H_0/P = 0.17 \) and \( w/p = 2 \). In both weirs, the discharge coefficient increases with an increase in the weir height ratio. In addition, in both weir types, when increasing the hydraulic load, the discharge coefficient first increases and then decreases, and reaches its minimum value in the submerged discharge. At such a value, the discharge coefficient has an ascending trend in PK weir in hydraulic loading ratios < 0.2 and reaches its maximum amount, and starts decreasing thereafter. In the curved planform weir, the discharge coefficient is ascending in hydraulic loading ratios < 0.16, after which it follows a descending trend.

The results obtained in this part are consistent with the findings of Crookston and Tullis, who reported that the discharge coefficient is larger than linear weir at low discharge rates, due to the small nappe interference, and the interference gradually becomes extreme with an increase in discharge. As a result, the discharge coefficient reduces to an amount similar to the discharge coefficient in broad-crested weirs [8, 9].

3.2. Comparison of coefficient of discharge \( (C_d) \) in curved planform and PK weirs under effect of different hydraulic conditions

To study the discharge coefficient in both PK and curved planform weirs, three prototypes of each weir type were built with different heights and compared in equal elevation ratios. Their cycle width (\( w \)), cycle number (\( N \)), and weir heights were taken to be 15cm, 2, and 5,6,7.5cm (\( w/p = 2, 2.5, \) and 3), respectively. The comparison of discharge coefficient in the curved planform and PK weirs in different height conditions is shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the discharge coefficient is significantly greater in PKW than the curved planform weir, insofar as this difference is big at low hydraulic load. However, it gradually reduces with an increase in hydraulic load and with an approach to submerged discharge, which is a value where the water depth in weir downstream and weir head are equal. It should be noticed that in submerged discharge, and post-submerged discharge, both weirs function as a barrier to the flow; therefore, the discharge coefficients would be equal in them.

It can be seen that, for hydraulic load values of about 0.2 (\( H_0/P = 0.2 \)), the discharge coefficient in PKW is almost 15.2 % bigger than that of the curved planform weir in the ratio of \( w/p = 3 \). This difference decreases with an increase in hydraulic load. In addition, the discharge coefficients of both weirs become almost equal in submerged and post-submerged discharges. Similarly, in hydraulic load values of about 0.2 (\( H_0/P = 0.2 \)), the discharge coefficient in PK weir is almost 16.4 % bigger than that of the curved planform weir in the ratio of \( w/p = 2.5 \). This difference decreases with an increase in hydraulic load. In addition, the discharge coefficients of both weirs are equal in submerged and post-submerged discharges.
Similarly, in hydraulic load values of about 0.2 (Ho/P = 0.2), the discharge coefficient in PK weir is almost 17.1% bigger than that of the curved planform weir in the ratio of w/p = 2. This difference decreases with an increase in hydraulic load. In addition, the discharge coefficients of both weirs are equal in submerged and post-submerged discharges. Accordingly, it can be concluded that the percentage of increase in discharge coefficient is greater in PKW than curved planform weir with an increase in weir height.

Anderson and Tullis [11] studied performance of PKW and concluded that the discharge coefficient increased with an increase in Wi/Wo ratio (the width of the inlet to outlet key).

Figure 8. Discharge coefficient with Ho/P in PKW in the present study compared with results from [11]

Figure 8 compares the results of this study with those obtained by Anderson and Tullis (PKW with Wi/Wo = 1.25). In this figure, Cd, Ho, and P are the discharge coefficient, the height of water on the weir, and the height of weir, respectively.

4. Conclusion

The comparison of the piano key weir (PKW) and the curved planform weir suggests that the discharge coefficient is bigger in all pre-submerged discharge conditions in PKW compared to the curved planform weir. In this regard, the biggest difference was observed at w/p = 2, where the discharge coefficient was by 17.1% bigger in PKW than in the curved planform weir. The difference in the discharge coefficient decreases in both weirs with an increase in the w/p ratio (weir height reduction). This increase is greater at lower hydraulic loads, but it decreases when approaching the submerged discharge value. In addition, the discharge coefficients of both weirs become almost equal at submerged and post-submerged discharge values. Moreover, a 50% increase in the PKW height (from 5 to 7.5cm) increases the discharge coefficient by 26%. As to the curved planform weir, a 50% increase in weir height increased the discharge coefficient by 27.1%.
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